
‘Your Luxury our Collapse’ — Scientists and Citizens Blockade 
Private Jet Lounges to Highlight Climate Injustice’


‘Make Polluters Pay!’ chant scientists and climate activists who are now blocking 
the entrance of the Aviapartner Executive Lounge and the Luxaviation terminal, 
exclusive facilities for the super-rich flying on private jets to and from Brussels, 
Belgium. 


This nonviolent action is part of a global ongoing campaign to demand that those 
most responsible for the climate emergency stop their destructive lifestyles.


Today scientists and citizens activists from Scientist Rebellion, Extinction Rebellion and 
Youth for Climate teamed up for a nonviolent action of civil disobedience to blockade 
both entrances to the Aviapartner ExecuteJet lounge and Luxaviation terminal, two 
companies that are expanding their global market from one year to another and making 
record profits in luxury aviation. The protest highlights the urgent need for action on 
climate injustice and the disproportionate impact that the super-rich and corporations are 
having on the environment and social inequalities. 


While ExecutJet still advertises to their clients that they want them to ‘enjoy total peace of 
mind’, parodies of private jet advertisements have been turned into posters reminding 
them all that ‘Your Luxury is our Collapse. By using barrels, banners, bikes, activists have 
drawn attention to rich flyers' emissions and how their frivolous lifestyle is threatening our 
collective existence on this planet.


Today Brussels is registering a peak of private jets landing on the eve of Valentine’s Day 
and as private luxury aviation professionals, ground handlers, airports and lobbyists 
gather for a 3-day event featuring the ‘best and brightest’ of the European sector and 
their partners (TotalEnergies, AvFuel etc.). While people struggle to fill their car tanks and 
pay their energy bills, kerosene — used by the aviation industry — remains the only non-
taxed fuel in the European Union. Companies involved in this luxury mode of 
transportation and those able to afford them are contributing to the widening wealth gap 
together with producing a disproportionate amount of carbon emissions. 


In the fall of 2022, Belgium four major private jet companies (Luxaviation, Flying Group, 
ASL Group and The Aviation Factory) reported a major increase of approximately 50 000 
more passengers between 2021 and 2022. The Aviation Factory has seen its sales reach, 
at least, EUR 45 million in 2022, up from EUR 23 million in 2019. Should they not be 
placed under a governmental drip, small airports that are hosting private jet companies 
would reportedly be losing money. L’Echo reported last December on the controversial 
decision of the Flemish government to keep three of these airports open while 
encouraging them to focus on luxury aviation.


Super-rich jet-setters are responsible for the majority of the world’s pollution, yet the 
resulting consequences – including drought, food price rises, unpredictable weather, and 
sea-level rise – are felt primarily by the poorest. Private jets, a symbol of extreme wealth 
(a min. of € 5,000/flight hour) emit up to 20 times more carbon per passenger compared 
to commercial air travel and 50 times more polluting than trains. Since the late 1990s, the 
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) highlighted that charges and taxes on 
aviation are two major incentives to reduce the growth of aircraft emissions, together with 
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stopping airport expansion. Several Citizens Assemblies have recommended that private 
jets be banned. In his address at the World Economic Forum in January, the United 
Nations Secretary-General, António Guterres, emphasized the need to ‘end the addiction 
to fossil fuels’ and called on business leaders to provide concrete plans by the end of the 
year — companies cannot claim to make efforts if they continue to invest in new fossil 
fuels or offset emissions through carbon credits. 


‘Make Them Pay’ is a campaign that brings together Scientist Rebellion (SR) and 
Extinction Rebellion (XR) and Stay Grounded to confront the climate injustice of aviation. 
Citizens and scientists from around the globe have united behind three demands:


1. Ban private Jets 

2. Tax frequent flyers 

3. Make polluters pay 

For more information on the global campaign ‘Make them pay’ visit http://
makethempay.info/. 


The protest in Brussels is organised by Extinction Rebellion, Scientist Rebellion and Youth 
for Climate. 


Press contacts:


• Sebastian Gonzato, PhD student in Energy Systems Integration and Modeling 
(ENG, FR) : 0032 498729634. 

• Rebekka Eschauzier (NL) : 0032 456385448


Photos and videos: 


• Drive Link for Pictures


Websites and socials:

• Extinction Rebellion website; Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube. 

• Scientist Rebellion website; Facebook. 

• Youth for Climate website; Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Youtube, Tiktok. 

• Make Them Pay campaign. 

• Make Them Pay, ‘Three demands’, n.d.  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